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CivicSmart Announces New EVP of Mobility Solutions 
 
 
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (October 4, 2016) – CivicSmart, Inc., an innovator of patented on-street parking 
sensors and other “Smart Parking” technologies, has announced the hiring of Gretchen Effgen, who 
will join the CivicSmart management team as Executive Vice President of Mobility Solutions for its 
emerging mobility division.  A key component of the future of “Smart Cities”, Ms. Effgen will develop 
partnerships and business models to deploy smart parking-embedded mobility programs globally. 
In this rapidly evolving landscape, thought leadership is essential and Ms. Effgen is bolstered by her 
work as a member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Future Council on Cities and 
Urbanization, where she is actively involved in shaping cities of the future. 
 
“Gretchen has served CivicSmart with energy and insight as a Board Member for over a year.  The 
executive team values her perspective and commitment.  When the opportunity arose to secure 
Gretchen’s talents on a full-time basis, we jumped at the chance,” said Chief Executive Officer Mike 
Nickolaus.  “I’m delighted to have Gretchen join our executive team.” 
 
Founder and Chief Technology Officer Balu Subramanya added, “Our Smart Parking technologies 
have served thousands of cities for decades, but the next five years will see dramatic change in the 
transportation industry.  There is tremendous opportunity for our solutions to be deployed into the 
broader Urban Mobility market but we needed someone with the strategic vision and track record 
of pulling together partnerships to drive us forward.  Gretchen has proven she can do that.” 
 
Ms. Effgen has been involved in building smart cities partnerships since her time at Zipcar, where 
she led Business Development and then Strategy during her four year tenure.  Following Zipcar, 
Effgen served as the Vice President of Sales and Business Development at coUrbanize, a community 
engagement platform for city planning and development.  Additionally, Ms. Effgen has consulted to 
high-growth, globally expanding businesses and spent several years in Washington, DC, as an 
international trade advisor to foreign governments. 

“The opportunity to join the CivicSmart team at this critical inflection point in the transportation 
and urban mobility industries is extremely exciting,” said Effgen. “As our cities and transportation 
networks continue to push for efficiency and data-driven solutions, the market opportunity for 
CivicSmart’s proprietary technology is extraordinarily compelling.”  
 
Effgen holds a BA from Tulane University and an MBA from the London Business School, serves on 
the World Economic Forum Global Future Council on Cities and Urbanization, and advises the US 
Fund for UNICEF. 
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About CivicSmart 
CivicSmart, Inc., is a technology services and engineering company specializing in developing and 
delivering innovative parking and transportation offerings.  CivicSmart’s patented “Smart Parking” 
solutions can be found today in 2,000 cities around the world.  These solutions include vehicle 
detection sensors, smart parking meters, wireless handheld enforcement devices, electronic 
permits, and comprehensive data management systems.  More information about CivicSmart is 
available at CivicSmart.com. 
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